Digital library research has attracted much attention both in the developed and developing, countries. While many digital library research projects are funded by governmental agencies and national and international bodies, some are run by academic and research institutions and l i b r a r i e s , e i t h e r i n d i v i d u a l l y o r collaboratively. The major digital library projects of importance include: ELINOR in the UK, eLib (Electronic Libraries) Programs in the UK, and DLI (Digital Library Initiative) in the US, and a host of other projects under 3 way in different parts of the world .
LITERATURE REVIEW
Only few bibliometric studies have so far been carried out covering global digital library research. Among such studies, Singh, Mittal & Ahmad analyzed over 1,000 articles Digital libraries aim at enabling seamless access to interoperable content, multiple databases, and digital library sources, etc. o n l i n e t h r o u g h c o m p u t e r a n d communication networks. Digitization may be perceived as a viable option to preserve and enhance the shelf life of non-digital content apart from building a framework in order to provide much needed online access to digital content. Digital libraries are viewed in several different perspectives and have brought about sweeping changes in the library and information d i s c i p l i n e . A d v a n c e m e n t s i n I C T technology with breakthroughs in memory technology not only have reduced the infrastructure costs for hosting digital libraries, but improved their survival and sustainability as well as of a wide variety of ongoing digital library projects especially in 1 developing countries .
New ICT developments, in particular the visible and invisible web, have led to the creation of a growing number of digital library projects in particular in leading countries like the UK, USA and elsewhere. This new phenomenon is going to bring about a paradigm shift in the ways we create access and use information. The design and development of future digital libraries will depend on how soon the published during 1998-2004 on global digital library research, and as covered in LISA Plus, with the aim to study their growth and bibliometric characteristics, authorship patterns, authors' productivity and prominent contributors, languagewise and year-wise distribution of articles, country-wise distribution of journals, core journals in the subject area, and 4 indexing terms frequency of occurrence . Chandrashekara 
METHODOLOGY
The study retrieved and downloaded 10 year global publication data on digital library research from the Scopus database (http://www.scopus.com) covering the period 2007-16. Scopus is an online multidisciplinary publications and citations database by elsevier on the science, technology, medical, social sciences and humanities.
The search tags "Keyword tag" and "Article Title tag" and "Source Title tag" duly clubbed with search term ''digital library*'' and Boolean operator constituted the search string for global search on publications output on digital library research. This search string was refined with pub year tag for limiting data search by time interval from 2007 to 2016. This main search strategy was finally applied for downloading global publication output data on digital library research. The study also analyzed and refined publication output by significant authors and organizations, leading collaborative countries, and distribution by international collaborative publications.
A number of raw and relative bibliographical indicators used to assess and understand publication growth and dynamics of digital library research included: growth rate, number of publications and international collaborative publications, citation per paper, h-index, etc. Among relative bibliographical indicators, activity index and relative citation index have been used.
DATA ANALYSIS m World Publication Output in Digital Libraries
The 10 year global publication output in the domain of digital library research cumulated to 12104 publications during 2007-16; its 5 year output dropped from 6540 in 2007-11 to 5564 in 2012-16 and it registered negative (-14.92%) quinquennial growth. The 10 year annual research output also registered negative growth -7.83% per annum, dropping in its annual output from 1510 in 2007 to 1036 publications in 2016. Of the total global publications output, 57.10% (6911) appeared as conference papers, 31.28% (3786) as articles, 5.25% (636) as book chapters, 2.92% (353) as reviews,1.33% (161) as editorials and the rest as notes (62), conference reviews (55), books (44), articles in press (36), short surveys (26), letters (24) and erratum (8) (Table 1 ). To conclude, although digital library research is confined to top 15 countries but only top five countries (USA, China, UK, Germany, and Italy) mainly dominate the research activity in this field, accounting to 56.71% global publication share. The bottom 10 in the list of top 15 countries contributed just 25.44% global publications share, which is about half of top 5 countries output. That negative growth in digital library research of -7.83% in 10 year period should be a matter of concern to all stakeholders from all leading countries. Even citation performance across many of top ranking countries has not been encouraging either. In order that major countries are able to perform better and better both in terms of quality and quantity of digital library research in future, it is desirable that such countries should plan for higher funding for digital library research, as well as encourage stakeholders to enter into international collaboration with leading hubs in digital library research across the USA and European countries/nations.
